
Sissy Danforth Rivergate Trails - Northern NY 
Nearest Towns: Alexandria Bay and Clayton, NY 

County: Jefferson 

A network of off-road rails-to trails 
 

 
 

General description: 

 Roughly 30 miles of old railroad beds that used to connect many of the 1000 Islands towns are now open 

to biking. They take you off the beaten path and out into the less touristy areas of the 1000 Islands.   
   

Surface and bike style: 

 The trails vary but most are hard packed dirt, cinders or gravel.  The trail conditions vary widely. You will 

be happiest with a mountain style bike, but all of the trails we did can be done on a hybrid as well.  
 

Elevation changes: 

 Almost none. These are mostly old railroad beds that were designed to have little elevation change. 

 

What you may see: 

 Depending on the trail, you will pass beautiful lakes and wetlands abounding with wildlife.  These natural 

wildlife corridors, created by the vegetation and trees growing on the right of ways, are a natural habitat for a 

wide variety of birds and other wildlife. The adjacent fields provide great habitat for deer. Stay alert to see 

what you can see both on and off the trails.   
 

 
 

How to get there: 

 Physical address: The trail system is ever changing. So we are directing you to the headquarters of the 

Thousand Island Land Trust, the owner of many of the trails. Once there you can pick up a map, discuss the 

difficulties of the various trails and proceed from there. The TILT offices are located at: 135 John Street in 

downtown Clayton, NY 

 Directions:  From I-81, take Exit 50 and follow Route 12 west for about 7.2 miles to the second red light. 

Turn right and it will take you a short distance into downtown Clayton. The TILT office is on John Street, on 

the waterfront.  

GPS readings: 

 Multiple. Ask for them at the TILT office. 
 

 

 

 

 



Cautions: 

 SOME OF THE TRAILS ARE FOR EXPERIENCED OFF-ROAD BIKERS ONLY! Please know your 

own limitations and ride safely.  

 These are multi-use trails. You may encounter ATV’s, dirt bikes, horses and pedestrians along with your 

fellow bikers. Be aware and courteous. Most of them will be as well. Especially the tractors. ☺ 
 

 
  

Season-Hours-Fees-Parking: 

 The trails are generally open year-round during daylight hours. There are no fees. There is limited parking 

at each location. 
 

Facilities: 

 None on the trails 
 

Nearby attractions: 

 Take an international boat tour of the 1000 Islands out of Alexandria Bay, enjoy the Antique Boat Museum 

in Clayton, as well as a host of other activities. In the region you can hike, bike, kayak, camp, drink and eat. 

It’s all good! 
       

What we found: 

 The locals know these as ATV and snowmobile trails. And those clubs and TILT pay for and maintain the 

trails. But we have found great respect for bikers by all of the other users of the trails. (We think some are 

amazed that we are out there on bicycles.) But these are great trails to explore and enjoy, with great sights and 

often – no people sounds!    
 

Where to stay: 

 In the summer season there is lodging up and down the St. Lawrence River in Clayton, Alexandria Bay 

and the surrounding area. Some hotels and motels are open year-round. 
  

Special tale: 

  Since the 1800’s, the 1000 Islands area of the St. Lawrence River has been a tourist destination. As many 

as 6 trains a day would arrive in the Village of Redwood from New York City and other destinations. From 

there trolleys and trains would take the passengers and freight to the various destinations in the area. On the 

return trips those same trains and trolleys would not only return tourists to the cities, but also agricultural 

products from the area, packed in ice from the various rivers, lakes and ponds. You will be biking on the same 

trails. 

 



 
 

 

 

 
Check out more details about dozens of others trails on the website- https://rogerfulton.com/ny-trail-

guides/finger-lakes/ 

 

*Times, fees, parking, and other information may have changed since this document was published.  

 

Help us keep the database up to date.  Drop us a note with any changes you notice to 

Roger@RogerFulton.com  
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